Paul David (Staff)6:57 PM
Link to website Q & A
https://www.isd110.org/about-us/superintendent-communications/covid-19-information/covid-questions
-and-answers
Adam Richard7:02 PM
In the distance learning model, will parents be provided the lesson plans ahead of time so we can properly
prepare? Many of us have multiple children and other activities. Trying to figure out the days activities the
same morning is extremely hard to do. Especially when your child is young enough that they can’t read
instructions yet (our daughter is going into 1st grade).
Tina Barylak7:02 PM
The Bayview open house information coming out all mentions in school kids, but there is no information
for virtual learners, will they be getting some sort of open house as well?
Jacquelyn Johnson7:02 PM
Feel free to start putting some questions in the chat! Thank you!
Tina Barylak7:02 PM
seconding Adam Richards question please
Lisa Rausch7:03 PM
I would like to know if we decided to do distant learn full time, what does it mean when you say it will be
an “enhanced” program.
Jessica Miller7:03 PM
Can you clarify the timeline of how long it will be between a student (or staff) testing positive to COVID-19
and a family being notified? Days? Weeks?
Sarah Cotant7:03 PM
My sixth grader will be doing distance learning, does she need to come to the Open House on Sep 1?
Sabrina Schaeppi7:03 PM
Earliest drop off time in the mornings for Bayview Elementary?
Lisa Rausch7:04 PM
If we pick distant learning full time, can we switch back to hybrid or vice versa?
Nick Armstrong7:04 PM
Do you have a rough estimate of the percentage of k-5 families doing the full distance option?
Mark Fredericksen7:04 PM
There will times established to shift to a different model, it may look different depending on what
building/level you're involved with
Unknown7:05 PM
Why is it that 6th grade distance learning cannot be real time? Just log in and view the lesson via zoom or
some other platform?
Trish Bautista7:05 PM

The information given out has stated that specialists in the elementary school will be virtual for kids
attending in-person. Will the kids be doing those activities in their pod or will they be responsible for
getting those done at home?
Shane Clausen (Staff)7:05 PM
Sarah Cotant- If you feel safe coming on site you are welcome to come and meet the teachers otherwise
distance assigned teachers will be reaching out to connect once they return to the buildings.
Lindsay Johnson7:05 PM
In MDH 2020-2021 Planning Guide for School (updated 8/12), the top health experts in our state
recommend temporary removal of masks/face coverings for …
Indoor physical activity (including recess)
Classes and activities help outdoors
Indoor practices and performances (singing & instruments with “ideally maintaining 12 feet or move
physical distance
To eat of drinkWhat experts or documentation did our district use to go against these recommendations
for temporary removal of masks by
Lisa Rausch7:05 PM
When is the last day we can pick distant learning full time?
Daena Esterbrooks7:05 PM
How will you determine the 14 day necessary for the learning models? For example school begins
September 8th, when will the “cut off” date be to decide if we can continue with the current learning plan.
Jessica Miller7:06 PM
Is there a plan for elementary students enrolled in the Gifted and Talented program to still receive these
services this fall?
Keith Baune7:06 PM
Trish, Spanish and Art will be delivered virtually but completed on-site in the pods for those on-site.
Those same lessons will be available for full distance learners.
Trish Bautista7:06 PM
Thanks Keith
Erin Jauert7:07 PM
I realize the state has provided guidance, but districts still have a great deal of freedom in determining the
path forward. Given that restaurants are only able to be open at 50% capacity, what contrary science are
you referencing in your determination that it's prudent to fill our elementary schools to 100%?
Khuzana DeVaan7:07 PM
Tina and Adam: Thank you for your questions related to Distance Learners at the Elementary Level. We
are building out all the details and will have information soon. Yes, all Distance Learning Families will also
have Open House and Parent Orientation to Distance Learning.
HCCA SCCE7:08 PM
Will the supply lists be updated for Middle School?
Kristin Johnson7:08 PM

What will band and choir look like for middle school?
Shane Clausen (Staff)7:08 PM
Lisa Rausch- Enhanced is referring to the learning and develomet that techers epeeinced last year. Thie
year at WMS we will have dedicated sections/teachers for distance learning. There will be dates to
change you choice and those dates during the year have not yet been defined. We want to be flexible to
meet the needs of families.
Chris Houghton7:08 PM
If your student is doing the hybrid model and they happen to be sick (like a cold or something minor) are
they able to participate in remote learning for that day vs missing a day of attendance?
Jessica Miller7:08 PM
What sort of space is being utilized in order to keep the elementary school at 100% capacity yet still
keeping all the kids socially distant?
Ann Swanson7:08 PM
Trish, students that are attending in person will complete the specialist work at school. : )
Tom Schufman7:08 PM
Why can’t you serve hot lunches?
Mark Fredericksen7:08 PM
Good question Chris, I believe we'll be able to do that, but I'll check
Keith Baune7:09 PM
Erin, Pat is addressing the 50% question right now.
Trish Bautista7:09 PM
Thanks Ann!
Krystal Riesgaard7:09 PM
Is it expected that high school band classes will still take place?
Adam Richard7:09 PM
Thank you, Dr. Devaan. Can you let us know if the teachers will all follow a similar pattern in delivering
their lesson plans. Last spring, some used google docs, some YouTube videos, some word docs, etc.
What kind of consistency will be in place and do we need any software to support those patterns?
Keith Baune7:09 PM
Jessica, we will be using multiple spaces for learning pod spaces such as band room, music, room,
commons spaces, etc.
Jessica Miller7:09 PM
Great, thank you!
Shane Clausen (Staff)7:09 PM
Unknown- It can be real time and we will be working on installing that capability. Distance teachers will
be dedicated to a section and students will have access to a teacher for each assigned period.
Mark Fredericksen7:10 PM
We are planning to do band at the high school but it will require extra space in order to do it, or split
groups to smaller sizes

Krystal Riesgaard7:10 PM
Thank you!
Paul Byers7:11 PM
With some students in Hennepin County and not Carver was that accounted for in determining the model
being used?
Khuzana DeVaan7:11 PM
Lisa: "enhanced" program refers to an enhancement from spring. Frequent touch points and
synchronous learning.
Kelly Schiffman7:11 PM
In the DL model for HS can we expect that our students will be live with teachers each period for true
online classroom instruction?
Mark Fredericksen7:11 PM
The numbers are almost exactly the same between Carver and Hennipen
Sara Eischens7:11 PM
Lindsay Johnson - We have altered our distancing to 12 feet. The recommendations recently changed
and we have adopted those changes from the MDH 2020-2021 Planning Guide.
Amy Dallman7:11 PM
Will there be one Wed per month completely distance learning for elementary? Why is this and why isn't it
on ISD 110 calandar?
Darryl Rademacher7:11 PM
wondering what open house day is for southview, as calendar states aug.26th but email sent out says
sept 2nd by virtual, and how do students receive supplies that were ordered earlier through the school and
are parents able to make sure they have supplies in their areas?
Ann Swanson7:12 PM
Jessica Miller- we using almost every space in the elementary buildings including media, lunchroom,
commons etc. The school leadership teams have worked together to create the pod maps.
Khuzana DeVaan7:12 PM
Specialist in the elementary school. All activities will be done at school in the Learning Pods.
Jessica Miller7:12 PM
Ann, thank you!
Lindsay Johnson7:12 PM
Thanks Sara! I appreciate the response and everyones hard work!
Tisha Gaspard7:12 PM
Will there be live teaching for distance learning or will it all be like last year where they just assigned the
lessons?
Mark Fredericksen7:12 PM
Kelly, there are problems doing full-time streaming of classes, but we're hoping to have live checkpoints
each period
Unknown7:12 PM

Shane, so if a student is working on math for a period, there are teachers available? I thought is said
everything would be pre-recorded?
Leon-Sheri Ricord7:13 PM
Will the elementary schools and Middle School have School Picture Day/Lifetouch Photography? Usually
that happens in early September.
Keith Baune7:13 PM
Amy, these dates are distance dates and distance instruction will be provided for students to work on
those dates. These dates will be used for staff to be able to meet and plan accordingly to ensure that all
students are receiving an equitable education.
Shane Clausen (Staff)7:13 PM
HCCA SCCE- Yes. I don't imagine they will change drastically except those in distance learning. Those
lists are populated by teachers and once teachers return on site we can send out an updated list.
Ann Swanson7:14 PM
Tina Barylak, virtual open house will happen for all. Sorry if that was not clear.
Jon Clark7:15 PM
why does WMS use mon - thur / tues fri AB schedule but the WHS uses tues - fri / wed - thurs
Irvin Andrews (Staff)7:15 PM
WMS is looking to reschedule picture so that we can do it in a safe manner. Our original picture day was
scheduled for September 4th, but we will no longer be starting before Labor Day and that day needed to
be cancelled.
Erin Jauert7:15 PM
I understand the pods and distancing that you'll be employing in the school, but how is the integrity of that
model maintained on the school bus?
Kelly Schiffman7:15 PM
I understand there are going to be certain tech issues for sure but live stream equipment is pretty
advanced. Is it more of a bandwidth issue or lack of live stream equipment?
Jennifer Winkels7:15 PM
Will you switch days each trimester so kids are staying on the same days all year long? Doesn't seem
fair?
Shane Clausen (Staff)7:15 PM
Kristin Johnson- Smaller classes and more spaced out in larger locations. Choir will be in two locations
and band will be using the auditorium.
Tara Kamann7:15 PM
Will student and staff temperatures be taken daily in the morning upon arrival to school?
Khuzana DeVaan7:16 PM
Elementary Virtual Open House is Wednesday, September 2, 2020. We have a choice between 3 times:
8:30 a.m., 11:30 a.m., or 2:30 p.m. Teachers will send out Zoom or Google Meet links.
Paul David (Staff)7:17 PM

Erin - There are safety protocols for riding the bus. They will run at 50% capacity I believe. I have more
information on the website and I'll go try to find it for you.
Irvin Andrews (Staff)7:17 PM
Jon - WMS and WHS are on the same schedule for grades 7-12. A-K attend on Monday and Thursday. L-Z
attend on Tuesday and Friday. Wednesday is a Distance Learning Day.
Sara Eischens7:17 PM
Jessica Miller - unfortunately I wish I knew the exact amount of time between someone being tested and
getting results. Once the district is made aware parents would be notified quickly. We will be working
with Local Public Health and MDH on response, surveillance, case tracking and close contacts.
Jessica Miller7:18 PM
Sara, thank you for your transparency and answer.
Khuzana DeVaan7:18 PM
Darryl: If you ordered school supplies through school for delivery at SV, the school supply boxes are here
and will be delivered to child's Learning Pod.
Paul David (Staff)7:18 PM
Tara - Student and staff temperatures will not be taken daily in the morning upon arrival to school. We are
asking families to do that before sending their children to school.
Krystal Riesgaard7:18 PM
Is it anticipated that the distance learning model will be an option the entire school year?
Mark Fredericksen7:18 PM
Kelly, it's a combination of equipment and the filter that connects our wi-fi to the county fiber. We have
enough bandwidth but our equipment will have challenges. I anticipate lessons being a combo of live,
recorded, and homework
Emily Kubat7:18 PM
Will there be in person for new families in elementary?
Kelly Schiffman7:19 PM
Thank you, Mark..appreciate it.
Keith Baune7:19 PM
Emily, Ann Swanson just covered let me know if you still have a question
Emily Kubat7:19 PM
Thanks!
Nick Armstrong7:20 PM
Ann Swanson - do you know how many families from BV have selected the distance model?
Shane Clausen (Staff)7:20 PM
UnKnown- i can't say anything for sur but i know teachers will be available to interact with only distance
learners during an assigned period of the day. They may use a variety of instructional techniques
depending on content and teacher planning.
Mark Fredericksen7:20 PM
Kelly, you're welcome, we're working on it.

Sabrina Schaeppi7:21 PM
When will bus schedules be announced due to limited space?
Shane Clausen (Staff)7:22 PM
WMS is still hoping to have picture days which will have to be multiple picture days if we are allowed to
and can get it re-scheduled. I would imagine they still want our business and will have to adhere to safe
practices.
Keith Baune7:22 PM
K-2 for Seesaw and 3-5 for schoology
Ann Swanson7:22 PM
Nick Armstrong, majority of students are attending in person. Just checked my numbers, about 40 are
on-line across the school. That could change as parents make final decisions.
Khuzana DeVaan7:22 PM
For the Elementary Schools: Grades K-2 Tech Learning Platform is See Saw. Grades 3-5 Learning
Platform Schoology.
Shane Clausen (Staff)7:23 PM
Jon Clark- That is incorrect- 7-12 will be following the same pattern.
Melinda Hooper7:24 PM
Will the same teacher be assigned to both in person kids and distance learning kids?
M&A Johnson7:24 PM
MN Governor stated a saliva test would be given to all MN teachers. Was this test for the teacher to
administer to themselves specifically or who was the test to be used on?
Darryl Rademacher7:24 PM
will school calendars be available like in previous years that were available at open house
Mark Fredericksen7:25 PM
Darryl, I don't believe there will a Booster calendar like years past
Shane Clausen (Staff)7:25 PM
Melinda- Not during the same period. We have designed a distance schedule at WMS for teachers to
have just distance learners for the period in which it is assigned.
Melinda Hooper7:26 PM
What about elementary kids?
Keith Baune7:27 PM
At the elementary level there will be a distance teacher assigned. The distance teachers will be working
with grade level staff to ensure equity among all learners.
Ann Swanson7:27 PM
Sabrina Schaeppi- 8:30 the doors will open up each morning. This was a tough one for us as a district.
This allows us to have kids in the building every day.
Erin Jauert7:27 PM
Will virtual learners still be able to participate in band?
Melinda Hooper7:27 PM
Thank you

Sara Eischens7:27 PM
M&A Johnson - There are a lot of unknowns about the tests the governor referenced for teachers. It is my
understanding that the teachers would administer themselves and send in for results.
Katie Peitersen7:27 PM
Will a full trimester syllabus be available in HS to help parents keep students on track?
Sabrina Schaeppi7:27 PM
Thank you Ann!
Keith Baune7:28 PM
Erin, we are working that out right now but we hope to be able to include band lessons for distance
learners as well.
Darryl Rademacher7:28 PM
southview school times are 8:30 to 2:30?
Kat Scotting7:29 PM
With students with special needs and IEPs, is there anything that parents should know about how things
look? Do things look/work differently for students in special programs and a mainstream course vs those
with just mainstream support? Should parents plan on things staying the same, relatively speaking, as
their IEP states currently?
Jessica Miller7:30 PM
Are there plans to install shields or cubby walls around desks in the classroom? Any details on how
physical barriers are used would be helpful.
Keith Baune7:31 PM
Kat, great question. Each student with an IEP will have an IEP meeting with staff prior to the year starting
to develop a coninuous learning plan. This plan will cover services in each model we might be in
throughout the year. IEP services will be serviced in all models.
Kat Scotting7:31 PM
Thank you, Keith!
Paul Tordoff7:31 PM
Kat, I will have communication out at the end of the week about IEPs for parents. Case managers will be
in touch when they get back to talk about each student individually with parents on what stays the same
and what might need to change.
Sabrina Schaeppi7:32 PM
Would a negative test, still require quarantine?
Jennifer Black7:32 PM
Curious about those kids with sensory issues, meaning those who cannot stand anything on their faces?
Kat Scotting7:32 PM
Thank you, Paul!
Viviana Heglund (Student)7:32 PM
Will there be a certain max number of cases that need to be reached before the district goes full time
distance learning again?

Mark Fredericksen7:33 PM
Katie, teachers at the HS will create a syllabus for each class, but they aren't always very specific and are
more of a guide.
Unknown7:34 PM
The way distance learning was described coming into this school year made it sound like it was going to
be greatly improved. Currently it looks about the same. Can you explain what has changed??
Tom Schufman7:34 PM
Can you please explain how lunches will be served? After a while, will you move into hot lunches?
Jenny Van Aalsburg7:35 PM
If on-site elem students will have distance learning one Wed per month, will Kids Co be an option those
days and will they be able to support the kids in their learning while there?
Paul David (Staff)7:35 PM
Tom - lunch protocols and procedures are spelled out on the website. I"d post t here for you but it's a lot
of information for a chat.
Keith Baune7:36 PM
Jenny, we will work with Comm. Ed. to come up with a plan to try to provide kids co as on option on those
days. Great question
Tom Schufman7:36 PM
Thanks Paul.
Jenny Van Aalsburg7:36 PM
Thank you, Keith. Appreciate it.
Dana Diesch7:36 PM
Second that, thank you Keith, we really appreciate Kids Co. support on days learning pods are not
available.
Paul David (Staff)7:37 PM
Q & A on the website
https://www.isd110.org/about-us/superintendent-communications/covid-19-information/covid-questions
-and-answers
Sara Eischens7:37 PM
Sabrina Schaeppi - According to MDH guidance at this time - If a student or staff member test negative,
but have symptoms they would still need to be out for 10 days with improvement of symptoms and fever
free for 24 hours. If a student or staff member test negative, but are on quarantine due to a household or
close contact of someone with COVID or COVID symptoms they will still need to stay home for 14 days
Julie Ann Klatt7:37 PM
So are Wednesdays no students for 7-12?
Nicole Hansen7:38 PM
If a child is sick at school and is exhibiting COVID-like symptoms, what are the next steps by a
teacher/nurse?
Trish Bautista7:38 PM

Sara, so if they are staying home for 10-14 days will they be able to link in to distance-learning or
after-school hours virtual check in?
Jennifer Winkels7:38 PM
If a child is struggling on particular class can they go to school for those 4 days, such as advanced
classes in the high school?
Darryl Rademacher7:39 PM
what is actual drop off and pick up times for southview students?
Paul David (Staff)7:39 PM
Nicole - we have developed a decision tree to share with the community and staff. We are finishing it up
and will release it most likely later this week or early next week.
Paul Tordoff7:40 PM
Jennifer B - For students on IEPs, mask wearing will be discussed and planned for students with sensory
issues with the case managers and teams.
Jennifer B - with the parents!
Lisa Rausch7:41 PM
Still no verge?
Sara Eischens7:41 PM
Nicole Hansen - Students will be assessed by a nurse, if they are exhibiting COVID symptoms, parent will
be contacted for pick-up and advised on exclusionary guidance.
Tiffany Nelson (Staff)7:42 PM
Lisa- as of right now. I dint think we will be foreign guys the verge.
Lisa- offering the verge. Typo :)
Lisa Rausch7:43 PM
Thank you for clarifying.
Shane Clausen (Staff)7:43 PM
Julie Klatt- Yes and we are hoping to offer some additional services for half days on Wednesdays. That
schedule and plan is still a work in progress.
Erin Jauert7:44 PM
That's excellent. Thanks Keith!
Jennifer Black7:44 PM
Question about distance learning. There are schools in other states (Tennessee in particular) that are
having distance learning parents sign an agreement that they will not be listening in/viewing the classes
that their children are taking at home. Any ideas about what Minnesota (Waconia) position on this would
be?
Julie Ann Klatt7:44 PM
Thanks Shane, just wondering how you were going to manage kids optional on Wednesdays to keep
numbers on track and not over...
Shane Clausen (Staff)7:46 PM

Julie- It will be by invite and not by option and is being explored for students that require additional
services.
Julie-- It will be for 7th and 8th only as well. 6th grad will already all be on site.
Amy Leske7:47 PM
Are buffs (fishing) allowed vs a face mask?
Ann Swanson7:47 PM
Lots of outside mask breaks in the pods for elementary.
Khuzana DeVaan7:48 PM
Elementary Arrival: 8:30 - 8:45 a.m. Elementary Dismissal: 2:15 - 2:30 p.m.
Darryl Rademacher7:49 PM
what is last time for picking students up from school?
Trish Bautista7:49 PM
Will there be any opportunity for an email or walkthough of procedures for substitutes?
Erin Jauert7:50 PM
What other measures are being taken to keep teachers safe?
Ashley Swiggum7:51 PM
Will there be procedure or document of how a student can continue with school or move to distance
learning if the student is quarantined due to Covid-19, symptoms or exposure.
Kat Scotting7:51 PM
When students are outside, they don’t need face masks? I know some districts are asking that all school
grounds mean masking...
Wactown Bro's7:52 PM
Ann-Yes! Thanks for saying that. Positive is the way to go. Problem solving!
Chris Houghton7:52 PM
The back to school supply list for WMS lists sanitizing wipes. I haven’t really seen any on shelves since
March and would have to send a container for 3 kids. Is the school expecting to be short on sanitizing
supplies or is the expectation to supply them a bit more relaxed?
Keith Baune7:52 PM
Kat, when outside at recess we will be starting the year with masks. If we are able to truly social distance
to a level of 12 feet that would be a time where we would utilize a short mask break.
Kat Scotting7:52 PM
Sounds good!
Leon-Sheri Ricord7:52 PM
I have kids who attend both Southview and WMS. If I drive them to both locations for drop off, I am
concerned the second drop off might not be on time due to expected heavier drop off traffic
Shane Clausen (Staff)7:54 PM
Chris- Yes on relaxing the community items on the lists for WMS. We will have the necessary wipes and
parents do not need to supply sanitizing wipes or hand sanitizer. Kleenex is still appreciated.
Chris Houghton7:54 PM

Great. Thanks!
Paul Tordoff7:54 PM
Jennifer B - MN hasn't made a requirement that parents sign an agreement that I am aware. Waconia has
had discussions about this topic. Check back with me later this week.
Tisha Gaspard7:54 PM
Will there be a different school supply list for those distance learning?
Keith Baune7:55 PM
Tisha, which level are you asking about?
Tisha Gaspard7:55 PM
2nd grade, 5th grade and 9th grade
Ann Swanson7:56 PM
8:30 doors are opening.
Shane Clausen (Staff)7:56 PM
Leon-Sheri Ricord- WMS will open for students at 7:15 AM. We will not have morning recess and
students will be moved to classrooms as holding spaces do not safe distancing.
Sara Eischens7:56 PM
Amy Leske - Are the buffs your referring to, similar to a gaiter? Recent research is inconclusive and
unknown as to the effectiveness. Currently MDH does list the following types of face coverings including;
paper or disposable mask, a cloth mask, a neck gaiter, a scarf, a bandanna, or a religious face covering.
In my professional opinion I would encourage 2 ply face covering.
Keith Baune7:57 PM
Tisha, for the elementary level the distance and on-site supply lists are the same.
Amy Leske7:57 PM
Thank you Sue!
Sonya Sailer (Staff)7:57 PM
Trish B, good question. We're working on ways to update our substitutes on areas of importance for them
this year. More to come.
Viviana Heglund (Student)7:57 PM
When will WMS receive their schedules?
Wactown Bro's7:57 PM
What time will MS be allowed in the building before school?
Trish Bautista7:57 PM
Thanks Sonya
Irvin Andrews (Staff)7:58 PM
WMS will open at 7:15. We will move students from designated areas to other areas once social
distancing is not possible.
Melissa Barry7:58 PM
What time will HS be allowed in the building before school?
Amy Leske7:58 PM
What time with the High School students be allowed in the building before school?

Shane Clausen (Staff)7:58 PM
Great to hear from you Vivi!!!! Hoping for this Friday if all come together. 7th and 8th are ready but 6th is
requiring many adjustments. Thanks in advance for your patience.
Viviana Heglund (Student)7:59 PM
Thank you!
Mark Fredericksen8:00 PM
The HS doors are open early but we're hoping students will arrive as close to 8:00 as possible and go
directly to their first period classes from about 7:30 on
Leon-Sheri Ricord8:00 PM
Oh ok thank you Shane Clausen, I thought all schools opened same time. Good to hear the WMS offers an
earlier drop of time as in years passed.TY
Amy Leske8:00 PM
Thank you Mark!
Paul Byers8:01 PM
Thank you everyone from 110 - we know your doing what you can - really appreciate the hard work!!!
Shane Clausen (Staff)8:03 PM
Thanks Paul. We are excited to see your kid(s) again!
Lindsay Thomas8:03 PM
Echoing Paul’s comment. Thank you so much for all the hard work and answering all our millions of
questions!
Erin Jauert8:03 PM
Very impressive! I really appreciate your thoughtful approach. Obviously there are still a lot of unknowns,
but your commitment to doing the best you can is very evident. Thank you!
Ann Swanson8:03 PM
We are so excited to welcome everyone back to school! Thank you TEAM 110!
Wactown Bro's8:03 PM
Thank you all! Your hardwork is appreciated.
Darryl Rademacher8:03 PM
ThankYou!
Nicole Hansen8:03 PM
Thank you!!!
Kat Scotting8:03 PM
Ditto to Erin Jauert! Well said
Mark Fredericksen8:04 PM
Thanks, parents, for the great questions!
Jessica Vandergon8:05 PM
Thanks for all the hard work 110!
Tom Schufman8:05 PM
Thanks

Jennifer Lane8:05 PM
Thank you!!
Thank you!!

